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Investigation of Vortex Behavior in the Organic Superconductork-sssBEDT-TTFddd2CusssSCNddd2
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Muon spin rotation (mSR) measurements have been performed on the organic superconductor
k-sBEDT-TTFd2CusSCNd2 in order to investigate its exotic vortex behavior. Previously unobserved
features of themSR line shapes have been measured at low fields and temperatures. In the mixed
state the existence of a lattice composed of linear vortices is demonstrated at low fields. The breakup
of this well-ordered lattice has furthermore been observed as a function of both field and temperature.
[S0031-9007(97)03800-3]

PACS numbers: 74.70.Kn, 74.25.Dw, 74.60.Ge, 76.75.+ i
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Charge transfer salts of the organic molecule BED
TTF [bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene] exhibit a wide
range of properties, and the low temperature ground st
include antiferromagnetic metallic conductors and sup
conductors [1]. This Letter concerns the vortex behavio
the superconducting saltk-sBEDT-TTFd2CusSCNd2, (ET-
SCN), which has a superconducting transition onsetTc ø
10.4 K. The quasi-2D Fermi surface topology of ET-SC
leads to highly anisotropic superconducting properties
that in many ways it resembles some of the high-Tc com-
pounds such as Bi2.15Sr1.85CaCu2O81d (BSCCO). The
flux vortex arrangements in the mixed state of these o
extremely anisotropic superconductors have recently b
the subject of a great deal of discussion in the literature
6]. Compared with the high-Tc materials, ET-SCN has a
significantly smallerTc and a substantially longer in-plan
penetration depthlk , 500 nm, which might be expected
to lead to significant differences in the low field pha
diagram [3,7,8].

There have been several previous studies of ET-S
using muon spin rotation (mSR) which have concentrate
mainly on determining the value and temperature dep
dence of the in-plane superconducting penetration de
lksT d [9–11]. A precise knowledge oflksT d can give
important information concerning the strength and sy
metry of the superconducting pairing. For materials h
ing an Abrikosov lattice composed of rigid, static vorte
lines, the temperature dependence of themSR linewidth is
closely related tolksT d. Here we presentmSR measure-
ments which clearly demonstrate the existence in ET-S
of a flux-line lattice at low fields, which has the chara
teristic field distribution expected from the presence
straightvortex lines. This is in contrast to previous stud
ies which concentrated only on the high-field regime [
11]. At high fields the probability distributions indicate
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as we shall discuss further below, a quasi-two dimensio
order, with reduced correlations of vortex segments alo
the field direction. By studying the evolution of themSR
line shapes with field and temperature, we are able to
serve the breakdown of 3D order in the system. The m
sured dimensional crossover fieldBcr sTd and the thermal
breakup temperatureTb are in good agreement with ex
pectations for extremely anisotropic systems [3,7,8,12]

Recent ac-susceptibility measurements on ET-SC
yielded an estimate of the superconducting anisotropy
rameterg  l'ylk ø 160 350, wherel' andlk are the
superconducting penetration depths for currents flow
perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the superc
ducting planes in a uniaxial system [13]. This estima
is comparable with values ofg obtained for the high-Tc

material BSCCO [8], which exhibits an extremely ric
magnetic phase diagram, largely as a result of its v
large anisotropy [3–5,14,15]. In contrast to the rigid flu
lines found in conventional isotropic superconducto
those in extremely anisotropic materials are very flexib
Consequently, the latter are highly susceptible to therma
induced and pinning-induced disorder [4,5,14,15]. In t
extreme case ofg  `, a situation which may be realized
in superconducting multilayer systems, an appropri
model is one based on quasi-2D vortices (“pancak
vortices) confined to the superconducting planes [12]. F
systems of large but finiteg, such as BSCCO or ET-SCN
it can be instructive to think of the vortex lines as bein
composed of strings of weakly coupled pancake vortic
[5]. For extremely anisotropic materials these may
coupled mainly by electromagnetic interactions, where
for less anisotropic materials additional Josephson tunn
ing currents between the layers may play a more sign
cant role [3,8]. The degree of flexibility of the vorte
lines very much depends on the nature and strength
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1563
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the coupling, as well as the temperature and the appl
magnetic field. While at low fields, pancake vortice
may couple to form fairly rigid linelike vortices; at higher
fields the vortices in a given layer begin to overlap an
interact more strongly. In this case the cost of in-plan
shear deformations of the lattice is greater than that
short wavelength tilt deformations. When, in a Josephs
coupled system, the wavelength of such tilt deformatio
becomes of the order of the separation of the supercondu
ing planess, the model reduces to one of quasi-independe
2D lattices, which occurs above a characteristic crosso
field B2D , f0yssgd2 (wheref0  hy2e is the flux quan-
tum) [5]. A similar crossover behavior has been direct
observed in BSCCO usingmSR and other techniques
[4,14,15].

The mSR experiments were carried out at the ISIS f
cility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, which
provides pulsed beams of positive muons at a frequen
of 50 Hz with a width ofø70 ns. These muons, which
are approximately 100% spin polarized antiparallel to the
momentum (ø29 MeVyc), are implanted into a mosaic of
high-quality ET-SCN single crystals grown by an electro
chemical oxidation method. The individual crystals a
platelets of typical dimensions1.0 3 1.5 3 0.5 mm3 with
the largest face parallel to the superconducting planes (b̂-ĉ
planes). The crystals were mounted with Apiezon grea
on a plate of hematite (Fe2O3) to give a total area approxi-
mately10 3 20 mm2. The use of a hematite backing plat
ensures that any muons not stopping in the sample
rapidly depolarized outside of themSR time window, so
that the resulting spectra contain information relating on
to the sample. The experiments were conducted in
transverse-field geometry where the initial muon spin
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. The samp
was arranged so that the superconducting planes mad
angle of 45± with both the field and with the muon mo-
mentum. The polarization of the muons at ISIS cann
be rotated, so this geometry was chosen to provide a r
sonable cross-sectional area of sample to the beam, w
also allowing the field to be directed at a large angle to t
superconducting planes. The muons are assumed to
at random positions within the vortex lattice, and, cons
quently, the spatial distribution of internal fieldsBsrd leads
to a distribution of muon precession frequencies charact
ized by a probability distributionpsBd [9]. Hence, a mea-
surement ofpsBd by mSR reveals important information
regarding the vortex arrangements and dynamics in the
perconducting sample [4,7–9,14].

Figure 1(a) is amSR line shape measured at 1.8 K fo
a sample cooled in a field of 2.5 mT, which was derive
from the muon time spectra using a maximum entrop
technique [4,7,8,14]. The inset curve in Fig. 1(a) is th
probability distributionpsBd from a numerical simulation
of a vortex-line lattice in a uniaxial superconductor a
an angle of 45± to the superconducting planes, using
penetration depthlk  4600 Å. Such apsBd has several
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FIG. 1. Circles represent the measuredmSR line shape for
ET-SCN when field cooled to 1.8 K in a field applied at 45± to
the superconducting planes. (a) At 2.5 mT the characteri
asymmetric vortex-line-lattice line shape is seen; the so
line is derived from a numerical simulation of an ideal 45±

vortex-line lattice using a penetration depthlk  430s4d nm
to describe the data. The simulation has been convolu
with a Gaussian of rms width 0.23 mT, which represents t
instrumental and dipolar broadening. The inset shows the
shape before convolution (see text). (b) At 40 mT a symme
line shape is obtained which cannot be described using an id
vortex-line lattice model [inset of (a)]. This is indicative of
more 2D arrangement of pancake vortices (see text); the d
can be represented by a symmetrical vortex field distribution
rms width 0.06 mT broadened by 0.23 mT (solid line).

characteristic features, including the highly asymmet
shape arising from the long “tail” at high fields, whic
corresponds to regions of the lattice close to the vor
cores. The mode of the distribution occurs atBpk , which
lies below the mean fieldkBl. The solid curve in the
main part of Fig. 1(a) is the convolution of this asymmetr
field distribution with a symmetrical Gaussian of rm
width 0.23 mT, representing the instrumental and dipo
broadening. This describes the measured data well.
important in this system to correctly allow for this latte
contribution, since it is comparable to that arising from t
superconductivity forT , Tc, due to the long penetration
depth. The ISIS MuSR spectrometer is ideal for the
types of measurements, since the very long time wind
available at a pulsed source reduces the contribution to
line shapes from instrumental broadening. Curves such
Fig. 1(a) are the first highly asymmetricmSR line shapes
to be observed in ET-SCN, and the first confirmation
the existence of avortex-linelattice at any applied field in
this material. Figure 1(b) shows themSR line shape taken
for the same sample cooled in a field of 40 mT. This
very similar to previously published line shapes in ET-SC
[9–11], being highly symmetric, with a mode atBpk close
to the average fieldkBl. This change of line shape with
field is very similar to changes observed in the high-Tc
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superconductor BSCCO, and indicates the loss of sho
range correlations of the pancake vortices along the fi
direction [14,15]. It is attributed to the effective smearin
out of the core fields due to the local tilt deformations
the pancake stacks.

The penetration depth may be extracted from themSR
data since features of the line shape scale withlks0d22

[14,16]. The model lattice which best describes th
present data yieldslk  430s4d nm [Fig. 1(a)], assuming
the usual angular scaling [17]. While this is somewh
smaller than previously published results [9–11], it mu
be remembered that the broader line shapes prese
here at low fields are considerably closer in shape to th
expected for an ideal lattice, and consequently lead to
more accurate assessment oflk. We have also performed
mSR measurements at PSI, Switzerland, using the alter
tive geometry withB perpendicular to the planes, which
cannot be performed at ISIS [16]. From these measu
ments we estimated a value of 650 nm, which reduces
lk  538s8d nm after full correction for dipolar and in-
strumental broadening. While exhibiting similar feature
these data are not so well suited to the detailed analy
of the very narrow line shapes, due to the relatively sh
time window at PSI. However, it carries the advanta
that the analysis for this geometry does not require any
sumptions concerning the angular scaling, and so provi
a more direct estimate oflk. The discrepancy between th
two might arise from deviations from the expected angu
scaling which can occur in highly anisotropic system
which are attributed to the effects of pinning-induced di
order which can affect the angular dependence of the fi
distribution [17–19]. The measurement is in good agre
ment with the value estimated from reversible magnetiz
tion lk  535s20d nm [20].

It is useful to quantify the line shape by a dimensionle
skewness parameterb. For the very narrow line shapes
which occur in ET-SCN an appropriate expression
b  skBl 2 BpkdyskB2l 2 kBl2d1y2. A value of b  0
indicates a symmetric line shape, while a positive val
reflects a weighting toward fields higher thanBpk , as is
the case for a line shape arising from a vortex line latti
[Fig. 1(a)]. Figure 2(a) showsb (after correction for the
nonsuperconducting contributions to the linewidth) as
function of applied field. This broadening was determin
by measurements on the sample in the normal state (T .

Tc), where there is no contribution to the line shape fro
the superconductivity. There is a broad crossover cente
aroundBcr,45± , 7 mT going from the asymmetric line
shape of Fig. 1(a) to the almost symmetric line shape
Fig. 1(b).

For a Josephson coupled superconductor (lk ¿ gs)
the dimensional crossover is expected at a fieldB2D ,
f0ysgsd2. Taking the layer separation for ET-SCN ass ,
1.6 nm together with recent estimates ofg , 160 350
[13] yields an estimate ofB2D , 7 30 mT. It has re-
cently been shown that for systems which obeylks0d &
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FIG. 2. (a) The skewness parameterb (see text) of the
superconducting line shape, after field cooling to 1.8 K i
a field applied at 45± to the superconducting planes. The
values ofb were calculated on line shapes which have bee
deconvoluted from the nonsuperconducting contributions. Th
b value observed at low fields is characteristic of a vortex-lin
lattice (asymmetric line shape), the disappearance of which
indicated by the fall ofb aboveBcr,45± , 7 mT, leading to a
fully symmetric line shape above,20 mT. (b) The linewidth
kDB2l1y2 as a function of field, wherekDB2l is the second
moment of the field distribution. The linewidths have no
been corrected for broadening effects, to allow comparison wi
previously published results. All line shapes were measur
after cooling the sample from aboveTc to 1.8 K in the applied
field.

gs, a better estimate of the crossover field is given b
Bcr , Bl  f0yl

2
k [7,8]. We may thus estimateBl ,

7 mT. It is therefore not clear from the present dat
whether the experimentally determinedBcr , 7 mT is
best identified withB2D or Bl.

For a rigid vortex-line lattice the temperature depen
dence of the linewidthkDB2l1y2sT d ~ 1yl2, wherel is
the effective penetration depth in a plane perpendicular
the applied field andkDB2l is the second moment of the
field distribution. However, for unconventional flexible
or quasi-2D lattices thekDB2l1y2sTd may be influenced by
other temperature-dependent effects on the lattice stru
ture, such as thermally induced fluctuations and vorte
lattice melting [4,9,11,14]. Figure 3(a) showskDB2l1y2sT d
for fields above and belowBcr . ForB . Bcr , kDB2l1y2sT d
is not inconsistent with that expected for a convention
s-wave superconductor, as also found in Ref. [11]. How
ever, forB , Bcr there is a dramatic increase in linewidth
belowTp , 5 K. More significantly, Fig. 3(b) shows that
the line shapealso changes aroundT p. While for T , Tp

the value ofb approaches that expected for an ideal vorte
line lattice, this value falls rapidly withT and plateaus at a
significantly reduced value. This reduction inb, reflecting
a change in lineshape,indicates a reduction of pancake
vortex correlations along the field direction. Clem [12
has analyzed the behavior of electromagnetically coupl
pancake stacks in the dilute limit, and found that the cha
acteristic temperature for the thermally induced breakup
such a stack is given by

Tb 
f

2
0s

kBm0s4pd22l
2
k

ø 4.5 K . (1)
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of (a) the totalmSR
rms linewidth kDB2l1y2 and (b) the skewnessb, for applied
fields of 2.5 mT (solid circles) and 30 mT (empty circles)
after field cooling to 1.8 K in a field applied at 45± to the
superconducting planes. At 30 mT, which is aboveBcr , the
temperature dependence of the linewidth is consistent with
two-fluid-like dependence ofl (dashed line) with the narrow
linewidth expected for a quasi-2D flux arrangement. F
2.5 mT, which is belowBcr , the line shape rapidly becomes
narrower between 3 and 5 K, and above 5 K it follows a simil
dependence to that seen aboveBcr . At 2.5 mT (solid circles)
the narrowing of the linewidth is accompanied by a significa
fall in b, centered around a crossover temperatureT p , 5 K,
which indicates a reduction of pancake vortex correlatio
along the field direction aboveTp.

The reduction in the positional correlations of pancak
vortices atTp , 5 K is thus consistent with the predicted
breakup of vortex lines atTb .
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In conclusion, we have provided the first clear eviden
for the existence of a vortex-line lattice in ET-SCN, whic
is found at low fields and temperatures as expected. Th
exists a crossover to a quasi-2D lattice atBcr,45± , 7 mT.
At low fields a further crossover occurs with increasin
temperature atTb , 5 K. This is consistent with estimates
for the thermally induced breakup of a vortex line com
posed of weakly coupled pancake vortices [12].
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